Controlling disease spread on networks with incomplete knowledge
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Models for control of highly infectious diseases on local, small-world, and scale-free networks are considered, with only partial information accessible about the status of individuals and their connections. We consider a case when individuals can be infectious before showing symptoms and thus before detection. For small to moderately severe incidence of infection with a small number of nonlocal links, it is possible to control disease spread by using purely local methods applied in a neighborhood centered around a detected infectious individual. There exists an optimal radius for such a control neighborhood leading to the lowest severity of the epidemic in terms of economic costs associated with disease and treatment. The efficiency of a local control strategy is very sensitive to the choice of the radius. Below the optimal radius, the local strategy is unsuccessful; the disease spreads throughout the system, necessitating treatment of the whole population. At the other extreme, a strategy involving a neighborhood that is too large controls the disease but is wasteful of resources. It is not possible to stop an epidemic on scale-free networks by preventive actions, unless a large proportion of the population is treated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last two decades have seen several large-scale epidemics of international importance, including human, animal, and plant epidemics. Notable among these are SARS [1], foot-and-mouth disease [2], Dutch elm disease [3], citrus canker [4], sudden oak death [5], and rhizomania [6]. Apart from wide geographic range, massive losses, and large costs for attempted containment, the epidemics have several factors in common. They all spread on complicated networks with a mixture of short- and long-range links that are often difficult or impossible to identify, despite great effort invested in tracking contacts [2]. There is also incomplete knowledge about the epidemiological status of individuals (humans, animals, herds or farms, fields or plants). An infected individual can initially go undetected or untreated, while spreading the disease to other individuals.

In this paper, we compare the efficiency of local control strategies for stopping the spread of a disease on networks with a mixture of local and global links and cryptic infection. The topologies range from purely local spread on a one-dimensional lattice, typical of epidemics of coastal sea mammals [7], and a two-dimensional lattice, through “small-world” networks [8] with predominantly local spread and a small proportion of global links, to scale-free networks [9]. We assume that in attempts to control the epidemic, knowledge about the network structure is limited to local links only. The local links are much easier to define and track for a real-life epidemic (as they are largely determined by geographical location) than long-range (occasional) links. The control of large outbreaks also raises the question of economic aspects of disease treatment [10]. Traditionally, successful control was understood in terms of reducing the number of individuals affected by the disease, regardless of cost. This might be justified when the treatment is cheap, but often the epidemic must be stopped at a manageable cost and with limited resources [11]. Here we adopt a simple approach to optimize a control strategy for a linear sum of the numbers of individuals that have been through the disease and the numbers that have been treated.

We also assume that upon infection, each individual enters a presymptomatic state in which it can infect other individuals, but does not trigger any control action. We compensate for the lack of knowledge by extending the control of the disease to a larger, but still local, neighborhood. Even when there are no long-range links, the preventive measures need to cover an extended neighborhood so that it contains all potentially infected, but not yet symptomatic, individuals. When long-range links are included, it is more likely that the disease has already been transmitted outside the ring before detection. However, we show that if the control ring is large enough and there are only few shortcuts, there is still a possibility of stopping the spread of disease.

II. MODEL

We consider three basic topological structures, a one-dimensional ring (SW1D) and a two-dimensional regular lattice (SW2D), both with the addition of shortcuts leading to small world topologies [8], and a scale-free topology (SF) [9]. The disease spreads on the full network, including any local and global links. The control actions can only follow a
subset of those links, and in particular for the SW1D and SW2D topologies we assume that the subset contains local links only (Fig. 1); see below for details of the SF network.

For the SW2D topology (Fig. 1), the starting point is a two-dimensional regular lattice with periodic boundary conditions, with the first-order neighborhood spanning four nearest neighbors, the second-order neighborhood including eight neighbors, etc. The SW1D topology is constructed in the same way, taking a ring (1D chain with periodic boundary conditions) as a starting point. For compatibility with the SW2D topology, we define the first-order neighborhood as spanning four nearest neighbors (two on the left and two on the right). Higher-order neighborhoods are then defined iteratively (with four neighbors in each order). For SW1D and SW2D, the disease can spread locally within the first-order neighborhood and along additional links (shortcuts) leading to individuals not in the first-order neighborhood. The individuals that are located in the local neighborhood up to a fixed order, \( z \), can be treated by control actions (\( z \geq 1 \)). The control network excludes all additional long-range links.

The SF topology for the disease spread is created following the Barabási-Albert algorithm [9]. To the initially connected core of size \( C \), additional nodes are added as follows. Every new node is connected to \( C \) older nodes, which are chosen according to a preferential attachment rule, i.e., the probability that the new node is connected to the node \( i \) is equal to \( k_i / \sum k_j \), where \( k_i \) is the number of links already attached to a node \( i \). We assume that disease can spread to all nodes connected to an infected node by a direct link only, on a full (infection) network. Incomplete knowledge of links for controlling the epidemics is modeled by considering a subset of the full network (control network), with the first \( C_i \) (\( C_i = C \)) links from the nodes outside the core included only. Every node from the core can be connected to up to \( C_i \) or \( C-1 \) (whichever is smaller) nodes with smaller numbers. Such a mechanism guarantees that the control network is not disconnected and that for \( C_i = C \), the control network is equivalent to the infection network. The control algorithm allocates neighbors by following all links to a given order, \( z \), on the control network. Infection and control networks for the SF topology correspond to epidemic and control neighborhoods for the SW1 and SW2 topologies.

For the epidemiological part of the model, we choose a SIR model [12] modified so that it includes pre- and post-symptomatic individuals (both contributing to the spread of infection) and distinguishes between recovered and treated nodes. We assume that all nodes in a network are occupied. The initial state is a mixture of the majority of susceptible individuals, with the addition of a few (0.5% of the total population) infectious (and symptomatic) individuals. This corresponds to the initial stage of an epidemic at the moment when decisions about controlling the outbreak need to be made. A susceptible individual \( S \) can be infected with probability \( p \) by any infectious or symptomatic individual in its infection neighborhood. Upon successful infection, it moves to an infected and presymptomatic class \( I \). When the disease is diagnosed, an individual moves to the detected class \( D \) with probability \( q \). A detected individual can subsequently move to the recovered class \( R \) (with probability \( r \) of a spontaneous recovery) or can trigger a control measure (with probability \( v \)). Control affects all individuals within the control neighborhood (including the one that has triggered it). Neither \( R \) nor \( V \) can recover or become reinfected. The transitions and their probabilities are summarized in the following graph:

\[
\begin{align*}
S \to I & \to D \quad \text{for } q > 0, \\
& \text{or } S \to R \quad \text{if } q = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

We denote the total number of nodes by \( N \) and the number of susceptible nodes by \( S \), infected by \( I \), detected by \( D \), recovered by \( R \), and treated by \( V \).

Transition probabilities were calculated and the state of the system updated at each step, with a fixed (and small) time increment. The simulation loop was performed until \( t = T_{\text{max}} \) or \( I(t) + D(t) = 0 \), whichever occurred sooner. An arbitrary value of \( T_{\text{max}} \) was selected to allow all simulations to finish due to lack of infectious and detected individuals. For a given set of parameters, 2500 realizations were simulated, for the total number of nodes equal to 2500. The sample was subdivided into 50 groups, and \( R \) and \( V \) computed for each group. Average optimal radius and its variability were then estimated based on data for each of the 50 groups (for details, see below). Different sizes of disease spread neighborhood, different initial conditions, larger sizes of the network, and larger sample sizes were explored as well, but they did not change the results qualitatively.
III. RESULTS

We define a severity index, \( X = R(\infty) + V(\infty) \), representing a linear combination of the severity of an outbreak at the end of an epidemic measured by the number of affected individuals \( (R) \) and the costs of treating it (the number of treated individuals, \( V \)). We varied all parameters, except \( r \). The treatment range \( z \) (order of the treatment neighborhood) varied between 1 and 15. The rate of a spontaneous recovery was small, \( r=0.01 \), giving \( R(\infty)/V(\infty) \approx 0.037 \), so \( X \) is dominated by the number of treated individuals, \( V(\infty) \).

First, we consider the case with no shortcuts and concentrate on the role of undetected infectious individuals in designing control strategies. The general shape of the severity index, \( X = R(\infty) + V(\infty) \), as a function of the range of the control neighborhood, \( z \), and the probability of infection \( p \) (Fig. 2), is very similar for all networks. For fixed and not very small \( p \), the severity index is high for small values of \( z \), decreases rapidly when \( z \) reaches an optimal value \( z=z_c \), and subsequently increases again. Thus, for highly infectious diseases (large \( p \)) or when the treatment neighborhood is small (small \( z \)), the control is unsuccessful, and almost all individuals are either affected by the disease or need to be treated preventively. In contrast, for large \( z \), the epidemic is stopped very quickly, but \( X \) increases with \( z \) as more and more individuals are treated. For small \( p \), the control is successful for the SW1D and SW2D topologies, leading to small values of \( z_c \) and \( X \). For the SF topology, the severity index is very high for all values of \( p \) and \( z \), and the minimum is not well defined (similarly for SW1D and SW2D networks with many shortcuts, see below).

\( X \) and \( z_c \) both increase with increasing probability of infection, \( p \) (Fig. 3), and decrease with increasing probability of detection, \( q \). The SW1D topology is easiest to control and produces less severe epidemics than the SW2D topology. For the SF networks, we need to extend the control to almost the whole population for all but the lowest values of \( p \) (or for \( q=1 \)). The difference is primarily due to the actual size of the neighborhood of a given order in different topologies. For example, a single control neighborhood of order \( z=8 \) includes 1.3% of all nodes in the SW1D topology, 5.8% in the SW2D topology, and about 48% in the SF topology (for \( N=2500, C=5, C_I=1 \); for SF this proportion is even higher for larger \( C_I/C \) ratios). Increasing the probability for detection decreases \( z_c \) and \( X \) of the disease at this optimum, but the decrease is small and quickly settles on an asymptote.

Addition of shortcuts makes the local control less efficient as the disease may jump to new locations outside the control ring (Fig. 1). The \( X \) dependence on \( p \) and \( z \) is similar to that in Fig. 2, but the surfaces are shifted upwards and minima become less pronounced. If the proportion of long-range links is small, it is still possible to control the disease by local preventive treatment. The qualitative behavior of \( z_c \) and \( X \) does not change for the proportion of shortcuts up to 1.3% of the total number of links (Fig. 4), although the severity increases slightly due to more infections being produced before the disease is stopped. When the number of shortcuts is larger, \( z_c \) becomes large, \( X \) to \( N \), and the disease escapes control. The behavior becomes then similar to the SF networks (Fig. 4), where most individuals need to be treated unless \( p \) is very small. For the SF network, \( z_c=8 \) (not shown in Fig. 4 for clarity) and about 48% of the population is treated in a single action.
A successful disease control strategy involves a combination of local and global, reactive, and preventive actions [2]. However, models of disease spread used to design appropriate control often use mean-field approximations [2] and assume perfect knowledge of both the status of each individual (pre- and postsymptomatic individuals) [2] and the structure of links [12,13]. Obtaining this information can be very expensive and time-consuming, particularly for networks with nonlocal links. It might be necessary to know not only the geographical location of new cases (so that they and their immediate neighbors can be treated) but also all possible connections that can span the whole population. For authorities faced with a large-scale epidemic, the collection of such data might be difficult. Our results show that in some cases it is possible to control epidemics by actions that are purely local and therefore do not require extensive contact tracking, by extending the diameter of the control ring. However, the costs of such treatment can build up very quickly as larger rings are needed with the increasing proportion of shortcuts (Fig. 4). An alternative strategy would be to increase our knowledge of network topology, primarily targeting highly connected individuals [13].

There is a clear distinction between the case when the local control works and the disease can be stopped early, and when it does not work and we need to treat most of the population. This is reflected in an existence of the optimal control radius, $z_c$. Making the ring of control even a fraction larger might lead to a dramatic increase in the efficiency of the treatment (Fig. 2). The existence of a critical ring size might suggest that the epidemic spread with local control is equivalent to percolation. The equivalence has been shown for systems with a global control [14], but for a local control this requires further studies.
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